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African Roar is a fiction anthology initially drawn from the very best
stories published from 2007-2009, in the StoryTime weekly literary
ezine dedicated to publishing African writers. Between these covers
you will find eleven stories that stand as a testament to the
upsurge of talented African writers boldly utilising the cutting edge
of technology and the writing craft to be read globally. Spanning
Africa and the African Diaspora in past, present and future, each
story has a fresh and diverse vision that opens up new vistas of
experience. From the lucid terrors of domestic violence through the
eyes of a child, and the anguish of those left behind by a fleeing
Diaspora, to a full circle, when the prey becomes the hunter and
has the opportunity for revenge, and a dryly humourous look at
what it's like to lose a quarter of your brain, to name just a few of
the treasures that lie within. Edited by Emmanuel Sigauke & Ivor W.
Hartmann.
Do you need a miracle—that supernatural intervention of God in the
natural affairs of men that transcends human reasoning and ability?
Learn how to receive one in this captivating book as Pastor Chris
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shares vital steps you must take to release God’s power on your
behalf. Also discover how to ward off the devil’s counter-attack and
retain what God has given you!
God’s earnest desire is to have a rich, vibrant, and enduring
fellowship with His children; but how can we enjoy such communion
with all its blessings and benefits if we don’t know how to pray
effectively? With a refreshing blend of sound scripture exposition
and practical anecdotes, best-selling author Chris Oyakhilome, PhD,
in this insightful classic shares with you vital principles of effective
prayer. This first volume will establish for you a clear
understanding of the rules of different prayers for different
situations and how to apply them for your desired outcome. Your
prayer life will be revolutionized as you open your heart to received
and practice the divine insights this book unveils to you.
Recreating Your World
Walk in Divine Excellence and Transform Your Worldthrough the
Power of a Renewed Mind
Transform Your Thinking, Transform Your Life
Rhapsody of Realities Topical Compendium-Volume 5
Exploring Heavenly Realms and Prophetic Experiences
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African Roar
In this monumental book, Chris Harman achieves the impossible—a
gripping history of the planet from the perspective of the struggling
people throughout the ages. From earliest human society to the Holy
Roman Empire, from the Middle Ages to the Enlightenment, from the
Industrial Revolution to the end of the millennium, Chris Harman
provides a brilliant and comprehensive history of the planet.
Eschewing the standard histories of ‘Great Men,’ of dates and kings,
Harman offers a groundbreaking counter-history, a breathtaking sweep
across the centuries in the tradition of ‘history from below.’ In a
fiery narrative, he shows how ordinary men and women were involved in
creating and changing society and how conflict between classes was
often at the core of these changes. While many pundits see the
victory of capitalism as now safely secured, Harman explains the rise
and fall of societies and civilizations throughout the ages and
demonstrates that history never ends. This magisterial study is
essential reading for anyone interested in how society has changed
and developed and the possibilities for further radical change.
From the author of ‘Seven Things The Holy Spirit Will Do For You’
comes yet another inspirational book about the Holy Spirit and His
ministry in the life of the believer.In Seven Things The Holy Spirit
Will Do In You, Pastor Chris introduces the Holy Spirit and shows you
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seven things He will do in you; seven crucial blessings you will have
in your life only when you receive Him and give Him full, unlimited
access.Get ready for a fresh revelation of Who the Holy Spirit is and
what He can do in your life. And begin to enjoy the fullness of the
blessings of His presence as you walk with Him daily.
I'm a Success...
Don't Stop Here
Gates of Zion
I'm Full Of Love
How Secret Societies work
How to Pray Effectively: Volume One: Understanding the Rules of
Prayer for Different Situations and How to Apply Them for Your
Desired Outcome
How to Pray Effectively

“Now that you’re born again, WHAT NEXT?” That’s the big question, and this book
gives clear and simple answers In it, best-selling author and teacher, Chris Oyakhilome, reveals
vital truths fundamental to the Christian faith, truths upon which you can build a strong and
vibrant life in Christ. “Now That You Are Born Again” unveils insightful revelations that will
point the new Christian in the right direction and nurture him in his new life in Christ.
Dr. Bill Winston, broadcast nationwide in over 100 million homes on the Believer s Walk of
Faith program, helps believers renovate their thought life by focusing on who they are in Christ,
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building success in every area of living. In the book of Romans, the apostle Paul encourages
believers to be transformed by renewing their mind. The Greek word for transformed is
"metamorphosis"; or "to change." Dr. Winston reveals that believers must believe what God says
about them and their situations, more than what their circumstances say. They must build a new
way of thinking. Dr. Winston encourages that God s Word takes a higher place than their
current situations. God promises an abundant life, not a barely-get-through-it life, but that is
where many believers have been living. Readers will begin to discover God s promises and find
ways to renew their minds through study and meditation, giving them the inner strength to
overcome adversity and find success in every area.
This book investigates the substantial and growing contribution which African Independent and
Pentecostal Churches are making to sustainable development in all its manifold forms.
Moreover, this volume seeks to elucidate how these churches reshape the very notion of
sustainable development and contribute to the decolonisation of development. Fostering both
overarching and comparative perspectives, the book includes chapters on West Africa (Nigeria,
Ghana, and Burkina Faso) and Southern Africa (Zimbabwe and South Africa). It aims to open
up a subfield focused on African Initiated Christianity within the religion and development
discourse, substantially broadening the scope of the existing literature. Written predominantly by
scholars from the African continent, the chapters in this volume illuminate potentials and
perspectives of African Initiated Christianity, combining theoretical contributions, essays by
renowned church leaders, and case studies focusing on particular churches or regional contexts.
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While the contributions in this book focus on the African continent, the notion of development
underlying the concept of the volume is deliberately wide and multidimensional, covering
economic, social, ecological, political, and cultural dimensions. Therefore, the book will be useful
for the community of scholars interested in religion and development as well as researchers
within African studies, anthropology, development studies, political science, religious studies,
sociology of religion, and theology. It will also be a key resource for development policymakers
and practitioners.
How to Make Your Faith Work!
African Pentecostalism
Rhapsody of Realities
The Power of Your Mind
How to Run Your Business by THE BOOK
An Introduction
“Healing from Heaven” is a chronicle of miracles from the healing ministry of
Pastor Chris Oyakhilome. In this third volume, you’ll read extraordinary
testimonies of everyday people who put God’s Word to work in their lives and
experienced His supernatural intervention. In it, Pastor Chris also shares deep
truths on faith and divine healing, which are sure to strengthen and build your
faith in God. Through the life changing testimonies and thoughts shared in this
book, you’d be awakened to the possibilities of faith and the realities of the
power of the Holy Ghost. Your faith will also be stirred to act on God’s Word for
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your own miracle. As you go through the pages of this book, open your heart and
let faith rise in you. As the Lord Jesus did for those in this book and many others
around the world who believe in Him for a miracle, He would do for you because
He is the same yesterday, today and forever!
"God wants to answer ALL your prayers! "If He had planned it any other way, He
would never have required you to pray. But He'll hear and answer only when
you're 'PRAYING THE RIGHT WAY.' Discover the secrets and principles of effective
prayer in this concise, yet comprehensive book by Chris Oyakhilome and rid
yourself of any wrong mindsets, doctrines, perceptions, practices and prayers
that may have clogged the wheels of your prayer life.
God has more for us than what we are experiencing. We have all limited God in
our lives at some point in one way or another. Fear of success, fear of persecution
and imaginations are all ways that we limit God. We often see ourselves in a
certain way but we have to change that image if we want to experience the
abundant life that God has for us. To be able to see big things happen like
healing, prosperity in finances and restoration of marriages, you have to let the
Word of God paint a picture on the inside of you. Often, if you meditate on that
and let the Word of God work, the limits are taken off and what you are praying
to happen, will come to pass. In this book, author Andrew Wommack helps you to
recognize the areas that you are limiting God so that you can move forward and
fulfill His will for your life. Once you take the limits off God, watch what He will do
in you and through you!
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The Book of Mysteries Prayer Journal
Praying the Right Way
Don't Pack Your Bags Yet!
Don't Limit God
Wisdom For Women
Prophet Emmanuel Makandiwa's insight into the operations of the occult and
much more
This book is a classic exposition of the Christian life. It provides Bible-based answers to a lot of
questions, and provides explanations needed to live a constantly victorious life. Joshua brought
the children of Israel into a land flowing with milk and honey; yet the Bible says they did not
enter the rest of God.
"Have you noticed that most of the people that have a lot of money, when we talk about a lot of
money I mean lot of money belong to a certain group or a society. I don't know if you have ever
heard of that. Have you ever heard of about the Illuminati and the freemasons and so on. All
these groups that seem to be very spiritual, why is it that most people with money belong to
such groups. Now I want to show you something, just walk with me. This is the part that if
people are not attentive, I will lose most of you right here. It is a principle in the spirit that for you
to be rich even physically you have to belong to a society. But secret societies that they join it is
a revised version. Now before I go today I needs to tell you people the most powerful secret
society of all the societies out there. I have to tell everyone who is under the influence of my
voice today that unless you join that one success is only a dream that never materializes
physically, it has only materialized spiritually. I want to show you that if you are serious about
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having money and authority, wealth and riches you have to investigate what is the most
powerful secret society and when you find that, then you have to do what it takes to become a
member of that society. Every society that you have heard, unless you become a member of
that secret society there is no power for you. " Find out about the most powerful secret society
of all in the very insightful teaching by the great Prophet Emmanuel Makandiwa. Prophet
Emmanuel Makandiwa is the founder of United family International Church, the biggest and
most influential church in Zimbabwe. The phenomenal growth of his church has had a profound
effect on the Zimbabwean society. He is the most influential minister in the country with the
largest social media follwing in the country. He is a sought after sspeaker and adviers across
African and around thwe world. His prophetic ministry has produced some of the most accurate
predictions. He is also a very succcesful business and philanthropist whose foundation has
educated thousands of students and is involved in many charitable projects. His primary
residence is in Harare Zimbabwe. He is a phenomenal bible teachers and we are dedicated to
providing you with some of his teaching in these books.
Put your mind-power to work and be all God wants you to be!There are no limits to what you
can achieve, and absolutely no restrictions to how high you can propel yourself, when you put
your mind-power to work.In "The Power of Your Mind," Pastor Chris reveals that the mind is a
spiritual entity, and its greatest potentials can only be reached through the education of the
human spirit with God's Word, which ultimately influences the mind. As you read, you'll discover
essential truths on: * Renewing Your Mind: The Concept of Mind-Management* The Power of
Thoughts* Pulling Down Strongholds * Dealing With Negative Thoughts And Emotions* AttitudeYour Mental Disposition* Meditation-Your Moment of Creation...and so much more.God's
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dream is for you to come into full possession of His manifold blessings, and your mind is the
vital instrument He's given you to appropriate this provision. This timely classic opens to you
that realm of endless possibilities and helps you explore the unlimited potential of your mind. So
get ready to make the right changes in the structure of your thinking and be that excellent
personality God planned for you to be
Teevo Bible-Hardback
Seven Things The Holy Spirit Will Do in You
Healing from Heaven
I'm A Success
Quotations from Chairman Mao Tse-tung
A People's History of the World
THE RHAPSODY OF REALITIES TOPICAL COMPENDIUM SERIES ARE COMPREHENSIVE
REFERENCE MATERIALS THAT HAVE ENHANCED WORD BASED TRAINING AMONG
CHRISTIANS. THESE SERIES ARE RENOWNED WITH INSPIRING ARTICLES THAT
ARTICULATE THE GOSPEL OF OUR LORD JESUS, AND IT'S THEREFORE AN IMPORTANT
TOOL FOR THE SPIRITUAL DEVELOPMENT OF GOD'S CHILDREN. THE RHAPSODY OF
REALITIES TOPICAL COMPENDIUM VOLUME 5 IS THE NEWEST INSTALMENT IN THIS
SERIES OF COMPILATIONS OF CHOICE ARTICLES BY REV. CHRIS OYAKHILOME.
WHAT'S MORE, THE ARTICLES IN THIS VOLUME HAVE BEEN ORGANIZED UNDER
EXCITING CHAPTERS SUCH AS: - THE ACTS OF GOD - THE EFFICACY OF GOD'S WORD THE LORDSHIP OF JESUS CHRIST - THE HOLY SPIRIT AND YOU - THE MINDSET OF THE
JUST - THE MINISTRY OF RECONCILIATION - THE GLORY - LIFE - THE AUTHORITY OF
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BELIEVERS - DIVINE BENEFITS THIS IS A SURE COMPLETE RESOURCE BOOK, THAT
GUARANTEES YOUR PROFOUND WALK WITH THE LORD THROUGH FELLOWSHIP WITH
HIS WORD.
In this book, Pastor Chris Oyakhilome teaches you the “what,” “how” and “why” of speaking in
other tongues, and reveals the immense benefits it holds for you as a New Testament believer in Jesus
Christ. You will also learn about Tongues, Interpretation of tongues, and Prophecy The difference
between Praying in Your Understanding and Praying in Tongues
Do you want to achieve your goals? Don't wander around looking for someone to tell you what to do
and how to do it. You can recreate the circumstances of your life to suit you. This inspirational book
contains principles on how you can recreate your world. Study and practise them, and you will
recreate your world!
None of These Diseases
Not I But Christ
Imagine Yourself Successful
Atmosphere for Miracles Vol. 1
Radically Change Your Thoughts, Your World, and Your Destiny
Volume 3
NEW YORK TIMES BEST SELLING AUTHOR OF THE HARBINGER, THE MYSTERY OF
THE SHEMITAH, THE BOOK OF MYSTERIES, AND THE PARADIGM WITH OVER 3
MILLION COPIES SOLD Practically apply the daily mission, Scriptures,
and insights from The Book of Mysteries to your life. Created as a
companion to The Book of Mysteries by Jonathan Cahn, this prayer
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journal enhances the reader experience through the amazing mysteries
revealed. Record your thoughts and prayers on lined pages that
correspond with the 365 mysteries, scriptures, and daily missions
shared in the print book--with the most important keys of spiritual
truth, end-time mysteries, and secrets of life.
In “Don’t Stop Here” Pastor Chris shows you just how to make spiritual
progress as he takes you through Elijah and Elisha’s journey from
Gilgal to Jordan. This inspirational and prophetic book will open your
eyes to see where you are in your spiritual journey, point you.
In this book, Ogbu Kalu provides an overview of Pentecostalism in
Africa. He shows the amazing diversity of the faith, which flourishes
in many different forms in diverse local contexts, and demonstrates
that African Pentecostalism is distinctly African in character, not
imported from the West.
Living Happy, Healthy & Whole
From the Stone Age to the New Millennium
The Promise Land
Now That You Are Born Again
The Power Of Tongues
Sustainable Development in Pentecostal and Independent Churches
God invites and wants to bring you into a heavenly experience with Him
now, so that your life will be a prophetic message that carries
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supernatural substance. Revivalist Todd Bentley inspires you to
develop a kingdom now mindset; by exploring the keys to tearing open
the heavens in your life and ministry. As you read this book, you'll
come under a powerful anointing to walk daily in the reality of the
supernatural as a vessel for miracles, signs, and wonders. Even though
this book is about the supernatural realm, the underlying theme is
deeper intimacy with God. The Reality of the Supernatural World will
inspire you to believe in a bigger God than you have ever known!
God has called you to a life of progress, success and victory! In this
prophetic book, Pastor Chris takes you through the rebuilding of the
walls of Jerusalem as symbolic of God’s pattern for building His
Church. Not only will you experience the glory of God as you read,
more importantly, you will reflect His glory in your life.
In an age when the pressures of the modern family are often
complicated with the pressures of the modern world, many women are
struggling to strike a balance between a wide variety of issues. From
their own careers to their kids' schooling to matters of faith and
health, women are juggling many roles that do not always go hand in
hand. In Love Your Life, Victoria Osteen speaks directly to women and
gives them a pathway to understanding the great responsibility, and
how to learn to embrace its beautiful choices. She believes that you
must teach yourself the principles of self-love in order to be able to
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pass them on. Osteen speaks nearly every week about the role of women
to the large congregation that makes up the Lakewood Church in Texas.
The book will be a powerful tool for all women to help them to better
savour their lives and enjoy their family, their friends and
themselves.
The Seven Spirits of God
A Biblical Blueprint to Bless Your Business
-divine Secrets to the Miraculous
Love Your Life
The Seven Spirits Of God
The Reality of the Supernatural World

Discover the Secrets to Living the Supernatural Life…Naturally!
“The Seven Spirits of God – divine secrets to the miraculous!”
teaches you: What ‘’The Seven Spirits of God” means Who “The
Seven Spirits of God” are Why you must have them How you can
receive them What they’ll accomplish in your life
The Teevo Bible has been designed to inspire and encourage
teenagers and young adults generally to study God's word.You
will find presentation styles endearing and its features
helpful.engaging and designed to appeal to young minds.
This is volume 4 of messages on practical Christian living
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delivered by Watchman Nee to a conference of Christian workers
in China in 1948.
An Eclectic Anthology of African Authors
How To Recieve A Miracle and Retain It
African Initiated Christianity and the Decolonisation of
Development (Open Access)

Reveals the man and the aims of the Cultural Revolution.
A revised Second Edition of the book that shows you how to use Bible-based
leadership principles to improve business performance In How to Run Your
Business by THE BOOK, famed leadership guru Dave Anderson reveals biblical
lessons to help transform the people, culture, and results of your business. Not only
will you master timeless business principles based on the world's bestselling book,
you'll build a foundation for your business that leads to long-term success. It's a
refreshing return to commonsense business basics, based on leadership lessons
peppered throughout the Good Book. You'll read what the bible has to say about
hiring and training people, managing money, creating a leadership vision, achieving
ambitious goals, and much more. This new Second Edition features a new
introduction that includes letters from readers about their success using these
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principles, a new chapter on leading through crisis, and bonus sections at the end
of each chapter that offer new and expanded insights on these powerful leadership
principles. Includes practical, proven business guidance gleaned from the Bible
Features smart business guidance like the High-Five Principles for elevating your
people skills, Four Mandates to Maximize Your Time, and How to Overcome the
Number One Cause of Management Failure Fully updated with a new Introduction,
new section chapter conclusions that help you follow through on each chapter's
principle, and an entirely new chapter on crisis leadership Dave Anderson is also
the author of Up Your Business!, If You Don't Make Waves, You'll Drown, How to
Deal with Difficult Customers, and How to Lead by THE BOOK Best of all, you don't
need to be familiar with the Bible to profit from these wise and timeless principles.
All you need is a heart open to biblical wisdom and a willingness to lead with
courage.
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